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The optimal container is 
just optimal in the optimal 
case and under-performs 
in the rest of the cases. 

To improve the object and 
the system, the container 
would have to adapt to 
the site specific demands 
of the different parties. 

Premise
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1.Research

1.1 Preface

 “What counts as trash depends on who’s counting. Trash is created by sorting. 
We use it up, we save it to use later, we give it away, or at some point we 
define it as rubbish, to be taken back out, removed beyond the borders of 
the household. Sorting and classification have a spatial dimension: this goes 
here, that goes there. Non-trash belongs in the house; trash goes outside.”

“The sorting process that creates trash varies from person to person, it differs 
from place to place, and it changes over time.“

“Kevin Lynch says: in societies where material shortage is the norm, discarding 
things is notorious way of demonstrating power. People in different social 
categories –rich and poor, old and young, women and men– sort trash differ-
ently in part because they have learned different skills.”

“In public marginal spaces like the alley and the dump, household refuse be-
comes indisputably public matter, available for others to claim or reclaim; 
it also becomes a public matter, the topic of public debate, a problem to be 
solved by public means.”

“As an ecological analogy, households and cities have become open systems 
rather than closed ones over the course of the twentieth century. Just as 
the table scraps once fed the chickens and Dad’s torn trousers provided the 
material for Junior’s new ones, so cities, too, were once systems that incor-
porated rag-pickers and scavengers to process the detritus of others.”

“In an industrial system, the flow is one-way: materials and energy are ex-
tracted from the earth and converted by labor and capital into industrial 
products and by-products, which are sold, and into waste, which is returned 
to the ecosystem but does not nourish it. Of course, the ecological analogy 
idealizes: early-nineteenth-century industrialization notorious air and water 
pollution.  Indeed, no human system is perfectly cyclical; throughout history, 
urban households have taken in material produced by people outside the 
system, and they have excreted waste.”

S. Huston, waste and want, Metropolitan Books, n.Y.,�999
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Rubbish was sold by 
men, while dustmen 
collected the ash from 
coal fires.

Beginning 
of the waste 
regulation

Local 
authorities 
arrange the 
removal and 
disposal of 
waste, the act 
rules that 
householders 
keep their 
waste in a 
“movable 
receptacle”.  
The beginning 
of the dustbin 
which was 
regularly 
emptied every 
week. 

Paper starts to 
be recycled, 
sol separated 
rubbish 
collectiion 
begins.

Manufacture 
of plastics 
produced from 
petroleum 
begins and 
was 
developing 
very slowly.

Economic 
boom, plastics 
developed 
much faster, 
and rubbish 
production 
increased 
together with 
this.

The amouunt 
of trash 
collected in 
bags outside 
of each 
household in 
regular 
periods, was 
polluting the 
public realm.

1.2 Historical Context

The Urban Waste Container
in ���� London introduced for the first time the “dust bin” as a standardized object. 

it was used to collect the dust produced in the heating stoves all over the city. 
The standardization of the bin made finally an effective and efficient collection 
possible. Since then the container became more sophisticated by improving it 
according to the increasing needs of the progressive trash making culture. The 
container also has been more and more standardized as the optimal object for 
the collecting system.

The latest tendency in European cities is to introduce the Household Collection Con-
tainer in the public space, where people bring their rubbish, empty glass bottles 
and paper. This containers are emptied by a truck with crane, rubbish bags are 
no longer collected by hand in front of the household doors. This is improving 
the collecting efficiency for the public institution and also helps to keep the city 
clean not to have rubbish bags laying in the streets getting damaged over night.  
Also the citizens can get rid of the trash whenever they want, independently 
from the collectors schedule.

47% 40% 3% 10%

houshold (21% separated) companies (33% separated) bins street

1.3 Site Research

Waste Management in the Netherlands
Today the netherlands is one of the leading countries in terms of waste manage-

ment efficiency. They have succeeded to decouple waste growth from 
economic growth and therefore have limited the environmental impact of 
its production system. Today ��% of Dutch waste is already processed in 
a virtually free market with few constraints on import and export. Between 
�9�� and �99� the Dutch GDP grew by ��% whilst waste grew only by ��%. 
More companies are involved in waste prevention activities and a majority of 
householders participate in composting and recycling activities.

Recycling �0%
Recovery 9%
incineration ��%
Landfill �%
Total �00%

Waste disposal in the Netherlands

Rotterdam’s waste collection system
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Rotterdam’s System
The City of Rotterdam has a self contained organization called Roteb that takes care 

of keeping the city clean and disposes all the public waste. The city of Rotter-
dam produces approximately �00’000 tones of waste per year, ��% is produced 
by the house holds. About �0 million Euro per year are spent into waste manage-
ment in total, therefrom �0 million Euro into the collection which is about �0� 
Euro per household.  To collect this mass of trash Roteb introduced in �99� the 
first standardized collection container for household waste, a gray container 
with �000 liter capacity that stands on the streets. According to the three differ-
ent waste categories that the city collects, there are tree correspondent models 
for glass, paper and rest waste.

The latest improvement was the introduction of the underground container com-
posed of a small body to throw the trash on top and a bigger volume hidden 
under the ground. Two years ago when the phase of installing started, Roteb 
wanted to install three different sizes of containers. They finally decided to 
install the same containers at every place. The optimal container for the system 
was the one with the maximum volume that the crane of the truck can lift when 
the container is full. in stead of varying the container the city decided to vary the 
schedule of the truck. 

So far Roteb installed more then �’�00 underground containers and the placing is 
still going on. Once this phase of installing is finished the next phase of optimiz-
ing location and mix for recycling will start. A team of six people is busy for 
already seven years to find the right locations which seams to be a very difficult 
task. it costs around �0’000.- Euro and takes about six months to get a final com-
mission to place one containers. Specially in the center area of Rotterdam it is 
very difficult to find a possible location since there the infrastructure is already 
very dense in the streets as well as in the underground.

To get more precise data and to understand better how the system works, Roteb 
has now started to map all the containers locations and to measure the different 
amount of waste collected. Until now the organization of the collection schedule 
was based only on individual workers experience. The “trash mapping” so far 
shows that the average of emptied containers were just half full. The whole suc-
cess of the waste collection system is depending on the container and its proper 
location. Over  Ground Container �000 liter

Underground Container (�000 / �000 / �000 liter)
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This research determines a way to produce a prototype of a waste container as a 
site-specific series of objects. The house-hold collection container is a new object 
that recently appeared in the field of urban furniture and therefore it has to be 
fitted into an already very dense environment within a modern city. The standard-
ized container with a fixed size often does not fit on the optimal location. Either the 
prefered underground container has to be replaced by the smaller over-ground 
container that is less accepted by the public, or the location changes to a place 
that is less attractive for people to recycle their glass or paper. in any case the 
container is either too big or too small to be filled at the same time than the next 
location one, which very probably has a different amount of users. Because the 
container cannot vary, the trash collector has to adapt the schedule of collection. 
This means more costs and more traffic for the city. 

A non-standard design of the trash container which adapts to a specific site, would 
improve the whole system of collection. The optimal emptying schedule could be 
fixed, the optimal locations chosen and the container adapted according to the 
site’s geometrical concerns and the capacity required by its amount of users. This 
ensures an optimal container for every location in the city with a maximum share 
of volume hidden in the underground.

Since the collection is the most expensive part in the citie’s waste management, there 
are a big interests to improve its efficiency in financial terms. 

2.Hypothesis

Designing a waste container requires one to think about an object that is owned by the 
collection system but operates in the public environment. in the public realm, the 
object has to be accepted by the citizens as users, and it also should integrate to 
the street scape of the city. 

waste Container Population
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3. Associative protocol 

TOPIC / ISSUE PARAMETER COMPONENTS

This graph illustrates the flow of information which has been used to program the 
geometry of the waste container design.
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4. Associative Design

�� 

4.1 Component  for the Waste Kind

The different objects dropped into the containers (glass bottles, paper or rubbish 
bags) have a different proportion, size, weight and get stacked in a different 
angle. 

The ‘waste kind component’ determines the form and size of the opening , the 
distance (depth) to the back wall of the mouth section, the proportions of the 
body for the efficiency of the waste accumulation (staking angle) and  the 
maximum capacity (waste density) of the container.

The orchestration of this parameters is solved in a graphical / geometrical way. 
Different lines, each of them representing a parameter, run along the “x” axis 
varying distances in respect to a strait ‘zero line’ which also runs along the 
“x” axis, are intersected with one perpendicular line which slides along the 
‘zero line’ delivering, in a synchronized way, the parameters that generate 
the geometries that build the component. 

parameter orchestration file

Original drawings of the geometrical model programed to control the waste con-
tainer’s geometrical aspects which give as result the first design driving shape. 

graph for glass containers

graph for paper containers

graph for small restwaste bags containers

graph for bigger restwaste bags containers
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4.2 Component for Ergonomic Mouth Height Comfort Inclination

The waste container’s parametric design is based on an ergonomic aspect which lays 
on the relation between the height and throwing face inclination of the opening 
mechanism in respect to the user in order to remain functional and more comfort-
able within the threshold of variation. 

The inclination of the mouth remains perpendicular to the axis generated by the object 
thrown away height and the eye 90˚ view range angle.

The distance between the mouth plane and the parallel (back) plane is given by the 
depth needed to fit the object thrown without being stocked.  This depht distance 
input is given by the kind of waste component.

Original drawings of the geometrical model which constrain the geometry to an 
ergonomig shape according to the mouth-heigt.

mh=mouth heigh, oa=opening angle.
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4.3 Component for the Mouth Geometry

The body of the mouth component is con-
structed by a frame which goes around 
the opening and the four walls that con-
nect it to the floor plan. The separation 
of the back wall and its division into two 
planes, ensures that the object still can be 
dropped inside when the inclination of the 
opening face becomes more vertical.

The corner points on the floor plan can 
be moved freely while the walls 
are automatically regenerated to 
remain plane.  The minimum area on 
the ground is also defined by the mouth 
component heigh and the given waste-
kind stacking angle. 

 
The shell’s geometry is based on a hollowed, 

lofted shape between the two side wallsa nd the rounded corners are generated 
by a fillet function in the software, based on a fillet radius parameter.

Original drawings of the same geometrical model  with a free adaptation of the 
ground floorplan points to a site specific geometry.
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4.4. Component for the Lifting Hook Mechanism

This component delivers the emptying devise for the truck to lift and open the con-
tainer with an hydraulic crane. The component is inserted on the baricenter point 
(mass gravity point) so that the container hangs vertical on the crane, this ensures 
that the emptied container can be put back in the under ground shaft. 

Like the hook component is added to the final object other detail components like the 
opening mechanism on the bottom, the negative shell for the under ground or the 
security floor can be added.

All changes made on any component file, update automatically the complete container 
i.e. the resulting manufacturing files.  

Original drawings of diverse geometrical adaptations of the Lifting Hook Mechanism to 
different containers
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4.5 OVER GROUND BODY

The over ground part of the container consist of one single mouth component or 
the the intersection of �, � or � mouth components which creates a single shell. 
Besides changing parameters, the container can be changed or adapted to a situ-
ation by simply dragging points on the floor-plan to move the complete body, the 
opening position or the position of the  four corner points on the ground floor-plan. 

Once the points are adapted to the (DXF) site file and the needed capacity given, the 
container can still be adjusted to spatial site concerns by changing the relation 
between: 

- Height of the Openings
- number of Openings
- Distance between them
- inclination of the Side walls
- Depth of the Under Ground Part

Original drawings of the floor-plan geometry controller and the �D model to adjust the 
mouth(s) position
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DXF - Site File in AutoCad Calculation Model in Excel

Mediator interface in TopSolid

4.6 Interface / Mediator

The DXF and the Excel file are linked to the TopSolid File where the volume and shape 
required, automatically is generated and updated. The result can be manufactured 
directly or “fine tuning”- adjustments undertaken by simply dragging points on the 
floor plane.

The interface makes the fine tuning of the relations between without changing the 
volume: 

- waste Kind
- number of Openings
- Opening Height
- Side wall inclination

Mediator in TopSolid

Original drawings of the mediator interface and the representation file to adjust and fine 
tune the final design of the waste container.
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4.7 Parameters relation for the Site Specific Required Capacity 

The volume needed in every location varies according to the waste produced per 
household per week. 

The locations are defined by the minimum capacity, required to have higher efficiency 
of the truck which has to collect the bigger amount of trash in the shortest time 
possible to avoid having trucks circulating unnecessarily in the streets, and by the 
comfort of the households, in terms of either the proximity of the container to the 
house door or the habits of disposing recyclable trash close to the supermarket, 
where people bring empty bottles to buy new ones. 

Considering the ideal location according to the criteria of proximity to the household or 
the recycling habit, and considering the trash produced per week per household, 
we can calculate the volume needed in each location, which differs also due to 
the cultural habits of disposing. The capacity of the container is defined by the fre-
quency of the collection and the amount of households that relay on that specific 
location. 

Needed Capacity = Number of Flats x Amount produced /  Emptying

Amount of Trash Produced per Week per Household

Glass Paper Rest-Waste

1.1 Kg 2.2 Kg 11.8 Kg

The amount of trash produced per household is based on statistics of Gemeentewerken Rotterdam 
�00�.

Amount of Containers
Glass Paper Rest-Waste

1 per 600 households 1 per 450 households 1 per 50 households

Proximity of a Container to the User
Glass Paper Rest-Waste
strategic location
close to a supermarket
or car parking

strategic location
close to a supermarket
or car parking

75 m walking distance

User proximity is based on to days standards of Dutch cities. influence of different  groups of cul-
ture or age on recycling is not jet part of the database of the Gemeentewerken Rotterdam

Schedule for Emptying
Glass Paper Rest-Waste

1 time every 2 weeks 1-2 times per week 2-3 times per week

The frequency for emptying is based on the efficiency of the trucks today.

Maximum Capacity per Container
Glass Paper Rest-Waste

2000 liters 5000 liters 6000 liters

Weight of Trash by Kind per m3

Glass Paper Rest-Waste
350 kg per m3 120 kg per m3 100 kg per m3

The average waste density is based on the experience of Roteb. The maximum capacity for the 
crane is defined by the current equipment  that Roteb operates with

Maximum Capacity per Container
Glass Paper Rest-Waste

2000 liters 5000 liters 6000 liters

Weight of Trash by Kind per m3

Glass Paper Rest-Waste
350 kg per m3 120 kg per m3 100 kg per m3
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5 Case Study Rotterdam Central Station neighborhood. The netherlands.

5.1 Case Study site plan

The marked neighborhood is used as a case study to apply the associative design to real conditions in 
a existing area in next to the Central Station Rotterdam.

�� 
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5.2 Container Location site plan
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The outlined buildings contain ��� households. �� locations have been defined 
and in total �� different containers placed.

The container locations are chosen according to numbers of households, the 
maximal walking distance, the available spaces along a smart route for the 
truck to sites where the crane can operate and last but not least according 
to flow of people that pass by places to recycle on the way to their carpark 
or to a super market.      
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6. Manufacturing

The geometry of the model is constructed in 
such a way that in any settings of param-
eters or positioning of the movable points, 
all the parts are either flat panels of steel 
or parts of cylinders or spheres. This 
enables a efficient and cheap manufac-
turing process. 

The walls can be cut out by a �D CnC-machine and bended. 
One mouth component can be assembled and welded 
together by two folded wall parts, four parts of a cylinder and 
four parts of a sphere. The cylinder and sphere parts can be cut out of prefabri-
cated standard steel elements by a �D CnC laser cutter. 

All the manufacturing files and data needed for 
bending and cutting is automatically delivered 
by the modeling software. All the changes on 
the design are immediately adapted.

�� 

The CnC (computer numeric control) process allows to produce each object different with-
out having any extra cost.    

�.� mm metal sheets for laser cutting. Positions for details are drawn on the surface by the CnC 
laser too.

The cut metal sheets are bended to build a stable body on which detail components can be added 
easily.

Details like the rounded corner are �D laser cut out of a standard half sphere.
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Assembled Over Ground 
Body

Unfolded Metal Sheets
Associative manufacturing drawings are automatically updated whatever 

change is made in one of the other linked files.
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7. Product

Each container has a different size and varies 
on multiple levels according to specific site 
conditions where spatial qualities such 
as underground infrastructure need to be 
considered. Hence, an optimal solution for 
each site requires each container’s size to 
vary in proportion and shape in � dimen-
sions.

The variable container has adapted to the 
constraints of the waste collection system 
and improved its design by acclimating to 
its location. while the container adapts 
to a specific context, the topology of the 
container remains constant, therefore the 
object has a strong cohesive identity allow-
ing for integration. 

�0��GK-L��-����-R �0��AL-L09-���0-R �0��FP-L0�-����-P

�0��GL-L0�-��99-P �0��DS-L0�-09��-P �0��JK-L�0-�9��-R

�0�9EG-L0�-����-T �0��Ow-L��-��9�-R �0��VD-L0�-�00�-B

�0�9MS-L��-����-R �0��RF-L0�-����-R �0��HE-L0�-����-R
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- S. Huston, waste and want, Metropolitan Books, �999. - Marcel wanders, Can of Gold, Pulp Mag-

azine, issue ��, �00�. - Sustainable Regions, wales, Volume�, issue �, �00�. - Dick Admiraal, 
Project Leader, Roteb,  Municipality of Rotterdam. - Gemeentewerken Rotterdam,   ingenieurs-

bureau, DC 0�. - Pininfarina, Stuttgard.


